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Microwave transmission through a two-dimensional, isotropic,
left-handed metamaterial

R. A. Shelby,a) D. R. Smith, S. C. Nemat-Nasser, and S. Schultz
Department of Physics, University of California, San Diego, La Jolla, California 92093-0350

~Received 24 October 2000; accepted for publication 20 November 2000!

We present experimental data, numerical simulations, and analytical transfer-matrix calculations for
a two-dimensionally isotropic, left-handed metamaterial~LHM ! at X-band microwave frequencies.
A LHM is one that has a frequency band with simultaneously negative«eff(v) andmeff(v), thereby
having real values of index of refraction and wave vectors, and exhibiting extended wave
propagation over that band. Our physical demonstration of a two-dimensional isotropic LHM will
now permit experiments to verify some of the explicit predictions of reversed electromagnetic-wave
properties including negative index of refraction as analyzed by Veselago@Usp. Fiz. Nauk92, 517
~1964!, Sov. Phys. Usp.10, 509 ~1968!#. © 2001 American Institute of Physics.
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Recently, Smith et al.1 demonstrated a left-hande
metamaterial~LHM !, and discussed the relationship of th
material to the theoretical predictions of Veselago.2 Veselago
predicted that materials with simultaneous negative effec
permittivity «eff(v) and negative effective permeabilit
meff(v) have unusual reversed electromagnetic-wave pro
gation phenomena. Since the initial report1 was based on a
physical construction of elements which exhibited le
handed propagation for only one dimension~i.e., one direc-
tion of incidence and polarization!, there remained a critica
need to develop and verify that higher-dimensional LHM
could readily be made, so as to provide realistic model s
tems for confirming the expected reversals of Snell’s law,
Doppler shift, and Cherenkov radiation.2 Here, we provide
an experimental demonstration and numerical confirma
that we have now made a two-dimensional~2D! LHM suit-
able for further experiments that will illustrate some of t
predicted reversed electromagnetic properties.

Electromagnetic waves will only propagate in a mediu
that has a real index of refraction,neff(v)5A«eff(v)meff(v). If
either«eff(v) or meff(v) is negative, thenneff(v) is imaginary,
and there will be no transmission through a thick sample
however, both«eff(v) andmeff(v) are less than zero, electro
magnetic waves will propagate through the medium, but
negative root must be chosen forneff(v),3 and the group and
phase velocities will be antiparallel.2

The initial transmission experiments by Smithet al.1

were performed on a one-dimensional~1D! LHM that con-
sisted of an array of unit cells, each cell consisting of o
split-ring resonator~SRR!, as discussed by Pendryet al.,4

and one conducting post. The composite displayed an an
tropic left-handed transmission band from 4.70 to 5.15 G
These previous experiments were carried out in a 2D sca
ing chamber described in detail in Ref. 5. As the scatter
chamber was originally designed forX-band microwave fre-
quencies~8–12 GHz!, we have now changed the design p
rameters of our material to result in a LHM atX band, and

a!Electronic mail: rshelby@ucsd.edu
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we are thus able to useX-band waveguide components
couple to the 2D scattering chamber. This allows us to util
plane-wave incident and transmitted waves, which can
compared more easily to the numerical simulations.

We scaled our transmission band toX-band frequencies
by reducing the overall dimensions of the SRRs a
achieved 2D isotropy by placing the SRRs along two
thogonal axes in a lattice. To further ease the burden of f
rication, the negative permittivity medium has been intr
duced as wire strips mounted behind the SRRs. Since
wire strips are much thinner than the posts used in the
vious work, it was necessary to increase the density of
wire strips to two per unit cell to achieve similar negati
values of the permittivity.

Using a shadow mask/etching technique, we fabrica
printed circuit boards with SRRs on one side and wire str
on the other. Figure 1~a! shows a diagram of a single SRR o
the type we used for these experiments. The boards were
and assembled such that each unit cell has six SRRs and
wire strips arranged as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The printed cir-
cuit board material is 0.25 mm G10 fiberglass and the SR
and wire strips are 0.03-mm-thick copper. The dielect

FIG. 1. ~a! Diagram of a single split-ring resonator~SRR!, c50.25 mm,d
50.30 mm, g50.46 mm, w52.62 mm, and the SRR is square.~b! Each
unit cell has six copper SRRs and two wire strips on thin fiberglass boa
The wire strips are 1 cm long, centered on the SRRs, and on the opp
side of the board from the SRRs. The angle between the fiberglass boa
90° to make square unit cells with a lattice constant of 5.0 mm.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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constant of the fiberglass at 10 GHz was measured by p
ing a piece of the fiberglass into a TE102 X-band microwave
cavity and measuring the shift of the cavity’s resonant f
quency. The frequency shift of the cavity was simulated
samples with dielectric constants ranging from«0 to 10«0

using the numerical electromagnetic-mode solver ca
GDFIDL.6 The measured value of (3.460.4)«0 was used in
subsequent simulations to obtain the dispersion relations
the LHM.

Figure 2 shows dispersion curves that were numeric
simulated withGDFIDL, in the same manner as in Ref. 1. Th
phase advancef is linearly proportional to the wave numbe
k5(pf)/(180 °a), wheref is in degrees anda is the lattice
constant. From the dispersion curve for the ‘‘SRRs onl
material~not coupled with the wire strips!, it can be seen tha
the simulations predict a forbidden band of frequenc
~10.3–11.1 GHz!. This is the region corresponding to a neg
tive meff . The ‘‘wire strips only’’ ~data not shown! has a
forbidden frequency band that extends outside the nega
meff band. Putting the SRRs and wire strips together yie
the solid dispersion curve in Fig. 2, indicating a transmiss
band that has a negative group velocity (dv/dk). A negative
group velocity is one of the necessary characteristic sig
tures of a LHM.

To perform transmission experiments, the LHM w
placed into a 2D microwave-scattering chamber that cons
of two large aluminum plates separated by 1 cm, andX-band
waveguide input and output ports. The transmission sp
trum was measured by introducing microwaves from
Hewlett-Packard 8350B sweep oscillator into one end of
scattering chamber and measuring the transmitted powe
the other end of the chamber with a Hewlett-Packard 875
scalar network analyzer. To test for material isotropy,
transmission spectrum was measured as a function of r
tion of the sample, along the@10#, @11#, and@01# directions,
where the rotation axis was thez axis in Fig. 1~b!. The trans-
mission spectra of the LHM for the three orientations
shown in Fig. 3 and ‘‘SRRs only’’ transmission is show
with the @10# data in Fig. 4. Because the resonant freque
of the SRRs is very sensitive to small changes in parame
a slight systematic misalignment accounts for the shift in
peak frequency of the transmission band.

We also fabricated and performed transmission exp

FIG. 2. Numerically simulated dispersion curves for the LHM and ‘‘SR
only’’ material. Notice that the solid curve has a negative slope (dv/dk
,0). The lower, dotted curve continues to zero frequency at zero-p
advance.
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ments on a ‘‘wire strips only’’ material~data not shown! and
a ‘‘SRRs only’’ material with all other parameters as close
the original LHM as possible. The transmission data for
‘‘SRRs only’’ material shows the forbidden band of freque
cies at approximately the same frequencies as the nume
simulations predict. A negativemeff accounts for this lack of
transmission, and analytical calculations suggest thatmeff

follows the form:4

meff~v!512
vmp

2 2vm0
2

v22vm0
2 1 igv

, ~1!

wherevm0 is the low-frequency edge of the magnetic fo
bidden band andvmp is the ‘‘magnetic plasma frequency.’
The generic form of the effective permittivity for arrays o
wires has also been previously studied and shown to have
form7

«eff~v!512
vep

2 2ve0
2

v22ve0
2 1 igv

, ~2!

whereve0 is the low-frequency edge of the electrical forbi
den band andvep is the electric plasma frequency. When th
wires maintain electrical continuity,ve050.

With the wire strips attached to the fiberglass boards
was difficult to maintain electrical connectivity between t
strips and the bounding metal surfaces of the scatte
chamber. When breaks are introduced into the wires, the
sult is to introduce a resonant frequencyve0 into the permit-

se

FIG. 3. Experimental data for the 2D LHM in a scattering chamber
different orientations. The sample was a square lattice with 30 unit cell
each direction.

FIG. 4. Experimental transmission data along the@10# direction for the
LHM and the ‘‘SRR only’’ material.
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tivity function8 as in Eq.~2!, thereby reducing the region o
negative permittivity to occupy a band between the reson
frequencyve0 and the plasma frequencyvep.

The general form of the transmission curves can be c
pared with a 1D transfer-matrix calculation, assuming
forms in Eqs.~1! and ~2! for the material parameters. Th
results of this calculation, which utilized the method outlin
in Ref. 5, are shown in Fig. 5. The following values we
used: f mp511.0 GHz, f m0510.5 GHz, f ep520 GHz, f e0

510 GHz, andg51 GHz. The length of the 1D slab was 1
cm. No attempt was made to actually fit the transfer-ma
results to the measured data to derive exact values for
parameters. There is, however, qualitative agreement
tween the measured and calculated transmitted power cu
Note that the gap due to the negative permeability appea
occur at lower frequency than the transmission band w
the negative permittivity is added. This feature is related
the finite size of the structure; the region of negative perm

FIG. 5. Transfer-matrix calculation results for the LHM and ‘‘SRR only
material.
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ability actually extends to higher frequency, but the asso
ated attenuation length in the material increases such
more power is transmitted through the structure. To ma
the measured attenuation of the propagation band we sg
51 GHz, suggesting this structure has relatively lar
losses.

The agreement between the transfer-matrix calcula
and the measured transmittance through the LHM indica
that it is appropriate to treat the LHM as a homogeneo
material with frequency-dispersive material parameters. T
reduction in complexity is essential to the further interpre
tion of the LHM concept.
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